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Technology
searches for
new PC model

111 Football
players take the
plunge for Special Olympics

in Maxwell rehaul
to cause big
shifts

Arts
a Big Brothers
Big Sisters recruiting campus
clubs
WSU snowboarder tries
out for national
competition
McClanahan reviews "When a
Stranger Calls"

Matt Kasper/WINONAN
Student senators DJ Danielson, left, and Jared Stene, right, gave a "eulogy" at the mock textbook funeral. The books collected for the event will be donated to the Books for Africa organization.

extbook prices are kilter!
Winonan Staff
WINONAN
Winona State students gathered Thursday, Feb. 23, to open the coffin of debate
on university textbook prices.
Winona State's Student Senate organized Textbook Sales Suck Day to promote
awareness of increasing textbook prices
and the impact on students' educations and

Phone: (507) 457-5119

pocketbooks.
The day included a Textbook Funeral led
by student senator Jared Stene.
Stene began the "funeral" by calling attention to a coffin filled with 79 donated
textbooks that the Winona State bookstore
would not buy back because newer editions
had been released.
Student textbook price complaints that
had been collected during the day were

read aloud.
Senate members asked students to fill out
forms detailing the amount of money spent
on textbooks for spring semester and the
total amount of money spent on textbooks
throughout their college career.
Winona State student Alanna Anderson said she spent $275 on textbooks this

See BOOKS, Page 5
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Football players freezin' for a reason
Kelly Mullins
WINONAN

raise awareness for Special Olympics,"
Sherman said.
Meany said it's important to give
what
they can to other athletes who are
Select members of the Winona State
not
as
fortunate as for the players.
football team have chosen to participate
Not
only does it help camaraderie,
in the Eighth Annual Coulee Region
Meany said, "It's great experience for
Polar Plunge this Saturday to support
a great cause."
local Special Olympics
The team's involvement in
athletes.
It's an easy way to get people involved the Polar Plunge is voluntary,
Brendon Meany, who is
to do what you can personally and said Meany. While the coaches
organizing the teams' pargive what you have physically to raise aren't involved, Meany said
ticipation in the event for
.
awareness
for Special Olympics."
they are proud and supportive
the second year, said the
of the "plungers" and plan to
20 teammates who plan to
Scott
Sherman
pledge
money. "But, when it
"take the plunge" this year
WSU
football
player
comes
to
[the coaches] getting
have no exact monetary
in
the
ice,
definitely not," he
goal in mind, other than
laughed.
participating in the event for the second
simply improving on last
Joe Delagrave, a sophomore who is
year in a row, said they have been getyear's donation.
studying
math education and coachting
teammates
involved
through
means
The $630 donated by last year's six
ing,
and
a
former Winona State football
of
"good
peer
pressure."
Winona State football team members
team
member,
was last year's summer
"It's
an
easy
way
to
get
people
incontributed to more than $128,000
Special
Olympics
head coach for Praivolved
to
do
what
you
can
personally
raised by approximately 1,100 "plungrie
du
Chien's
track
and field team.
and
give
what
you
have
physically
to
ers" in Polar Plunge 2005.
Meany, a senior social science history
education major said that he has been
conducting meetings with the team,
and spreading the word about the event
with announcements after practice.
Scott Sherman, a sophomore studying mathematics education, who is also
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Delagrave, who is continuing physical therapy after a boating accident last
summer that left him in a wheel chair,
said his former teammates had not told
him of their participation in the Plunge,
but that he is plans to attend and cheer
them on.
As a coach for the Special Olympics,
Delagrave said, "[It's] fulfilling to see
your athletes with a smile. That's really
what it's all about."
Those who wish to pledge money
to the team can contact Meany at
BCMeany7841@winona.edu or go to
the website to donate directly at www.
specialolympicswisconsin.org . Click
on "March 4, 2006 La Crosse Plunge B-lack River Beach" and type in "Scott
Sherman."
Kelly
Reach
KLMullin5759@winona.edu
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semester.
"Money is a huge issue," said AnGoes*..
derson. "I have to fight my checkPublisher's General and
Publisher's Paper,
book on spending between food,
Author Income
Administrative
Printing, Editorial Costs
Author's royalty
Including federal, state and
1
books and art supplies for class."
All manufacturing costs from
payment from which
local taxes, excluding sales
editing to paper costs to
author pays research
tax, paid by publishers.
Tiffanie Lynn, freshman advertisdistribution, as well as storage,
and writing expenses.
Publisher's
record keeping, billing,
Marketing Costs
ing and marketing double-major,
publisher's offices, employee's
Marketing, advertising,
salaries and benefits.
promotion, publisher's field
said that because of the high cost of
staff, professors' free copies.
textbooks she had to take out more
money in student loans second se7. I
After-Tax
mester because neither she nor her
Publisher's
Income
parents could pay for the books outAfter-tax income from which
the
publisher
pays for new
College Store Income
of-pocket.
product development,
'Note: The amount of
author advances, market
Mass communication major Amanfederal, state and/or local
research and dividends to
tax, and therefore the
stockholders.
da Rodman's form read, "I have to
amount and use
of any after-tax profit, is
work more hours at my job to help
determined by the store's
ownership, and usually
College Store Personnel
pay for books, and because I work, I
depends on whether the
Freight Expense
College Store Operations
Store employee's salaries and
college
store is owned by
The cost of getting books
Insurance, utilities, building
don't get as much time to study and
benefits to handle ordering,
an institution of higher
from the publisher's
and equipment rent and
receiving, pricing, shelving,
education,
a contract
warehouse or bindery to
maintenance, accounting and
it affects my grades."
cashiers, customer service,
management company, a
the college store. Part of
data processing charges and
refund desk and sending extra
cooperative, a foundation,
cost of goods sold paid to
other overhead paid by
Some students who filled out comtextbooks back to the publisher.
or by private individuals.
freight company
college stores.
plaint forms said they had to sacrifice
trips home to visit their family in orThe statistics In this illustration reflect the most
current 2001-2002 financial data gathered by the
der to afford their textbooks.
National Association of College Stores and
financial data provided by the Association of
American Publishers.
Other students claimed also
These numbers are averages and do not represent
a particular publisher or store.
claimed they needed more financial
aid or loans to cover the costs.
© 2003 by the National Association of College Stores
From additional information stat2003 NACS Brochure
ed in the student surveys, a total of According to a survey conducted by the student senate, Winona State students spent over $15,000 on textbooks spring
$15,918 was spent on textbooks for semester 2006. The 2003 National Association of College Stores states that the university textbook industry exceeds $7.85
the spring semester 2006. This averbillion dollars in the United States.
ages to $324.86 per person, accordprofessors use books for more than one not the easiest way to purchase books,
ing to Stene
to the already high price of textbooks.
Stene said comments and complaints
Karen Krause, director of the univer- semester, eliminating the need for new nor is it completely fool-proof.
She said she found that some of the
will be sent to the Minnesota State Uni- sity bookstore, says that many textbook editions and additional shipping fees.
books
were older editions, making it
According to Kari Winter, student
versity Student Association, who will expenses come from freight charges
hard
for
her to follow along in class.
senate vice president, students don't
be looking into reasons behind rising and stocking fees.
Students
can donate used textbooks to
costs of textbooks and proposing posShe said that the bookstore orders an have to buy their books from the book"Books
for
Africa," a nonprofit organisible solutions to the dilemma.
estimated 1,500 titles a semester, in- store.
zation
in
St.
Paul, said Stene. Donations
She said that her textbook total this
The textbook funeral was meant to cluding used books from three wholewill
be
accepted
until Friday, March 3.
semester was $70.
create dialogue between students and sale warehouses.
Winter said she buys textbooks onthe university, according to Stene.
According to the National AssociaStene and fellow senator DJ Daniel- tion of College Stores, used books of- line.
According to Winter, buying online is
son started planning the event in the be- ten have a lower buyback price because
ginning of the spring semester when they heard students
Feast for the Soul is an ecumenical retreat of spiritual practices offered
blaming the bookstore for its
by knowledgeable leaders from various faith backgrounds.
high prices.
Friday Night: Begins with an optional sacred circle dance and live
Stene said that he is addimusic Gordes of Hardt's Music) from 6-7 p.m. Feast for the Soul leaders
tionally concerned about frethen offer a brief discussion based on the nature of soul, symptoms of
quent new editions, extra CDs
soul loss, ways to connect with the soul and how to nourish the soul and
"s.
and workbooks that only add
tap into its guiding wisdom. Following the discussion, participants
SO

Where the New Textbook Dollar
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An Ecumenical Retreat of
iorialing. Practices and Disciplines
Open to college students and larger community

arch -®
Central Lutheran Church, VVinona
guffand Wabasha Streets

$50-cAduie $;01- „Student
(Confidential Scholarship)
...slow down and let your soul lead the way

choose one of five 60-90 min, feasting sessions ending at 9:3o p.m.
Saturday: Following optional Yoga or raj Chi from 8-9 a.m., participants choose three of over twenty soul feasting events including:
Walking the Labyrinth; Art, Dreams and Healing; journaling; Icons;
Spiritual. Friendship; Photography as SpirituaiPtactice; Drumming;
Created Sacred Space and more! This is time for rel: -ocat ion
so dress comfortably and bring a pillow if you like tit sit
on the floor! Detailed event brochures,
registration forms via email.

Pre tester: Office (507) 452-5156
Carolyn (6o8) 785-7383
spiritguide@earthlinknet
-
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Know Your Caucus...

Precinct caucuses start next week
Elena Grimm
WINONAN

Democrat Party:
Main campus/East Lake:
Minnesota State College - Southeast
Technical
West campus: Winona Senor High School

Republican Party:
Winona Middle School

Independent Party:
Student Union Conference Room,

Kryzsko Commons

Minnesotans are revving up for the campaign trail
as they gather with neighbors at precinct caucuses
throughout the state March 7 to discuss their political
agendas for the 2006 congressional elections.
Students at Winona State University had a chance
to kearn about the upcoming caucus last Wednesday
with a presentation by political science professor
Darrell Downs.
Downs presented information on Minnesota politics and explained how the caucus system works for
students to "Get Involved!" as the name of the presentation suggests.
A precinct caucus is a group of people who live in
the same geographical area, or precinct, and are of
the same political party and meet to do their party's
business.
Precinct caucuses, said Downs, are "neighborhoodsized" gatherings and are often informal.
Arriving at the caucus site, members sign in and
elect officers to run the caucus.
Members of the precinct present resolutions to
the group that they feel are important issues for the

party's platform. Resolutions are voted on to reflect
the group's views. People who attend the caucus can
help create resolutions.
The last item of business for the caucus is to elect
delegates and alternates among attendees to represent
the precinct and its views at subsequent conventions
at the county or district levels.
Anyone can attend a caucus, even those who are
not registered to vote, said I5owns.
Winona State students are invited to attend the precinct caucus in which they reside.
By law, state schools cannot hold classes after 6
p.m. on the evening of the caucus. Employees are
allowed to take time off from work without pay to
attend the caucus with advanced notice to their employers.
All 201 state legislative seats, eight U.S. House
of Representative seats and one U.S. Senate seat are
open in the 2006 elections. In addition, all statewide
constitutional officer positions such as governor, attorney general and secretary of state are due.
The general elections are Nov. 7, 2006.

Reach Elena at ERGrimm2702@winona.edu

TRiO celebrated with cider, treats

Tony Borreson
WINONAN
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Winona State University's Student Support Services
celebrated TRiO Day Monday, Feb. 27,
by handing out free hot apple cider and
treats from the gazebo in the main courtyard.
Carolyn Kosidowski, an academic adDame
visor and English tutor for Student Support Services, said the refreshments and
treats were all gone by about 11:30 a.m.,
3 hours after the event began.
Every college that participates in the
program celebrates the day differently,
said Karen Johnson, director of Student
Support Services.
TRiO day, which was officially on Saturday, is a national effort to raise awareness of federally-funded TRiO programs,
which help low income students stay in
college through financial aid assistance.
"It's designed to help those students

who need a little extra support," she said.
Student Support Services is one of many TRiO programs. Others include Upward Bound, which is designed to help high school students from low-income
families and other disadvantaged backgrounds prepare
for college entrance, and the Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement program, which provides
financial and other types of services to students from
disadvantaged backgrounds who wish to continue
their studies after earning a bachelor's degree.
Kosidowski said Student Support Services is available only to students who meet one or more of the
following eligibility requirements: the student is a
first-generation college student, the student is from a
low-income family or the student suffers from a physical or learning disability.
Students will never be turned away because they
don't meet eligibility requirements, said Johnson.
Students who do not meet eligibility requirements
are usually directed to advising or tutoring services
on campus.

Reach Tony at AJBorres6928@winona.edu

EVER THOUGHT OF BECOMIN G
A SISTER? Come and See the life an
ministries of SSND. Join Sisters Lavo
and Janet for a parish celebration of
Eucharist. Learn more about the siste r
over dinner and a relaxing afternoon

Got an eye for color?

-For registration and directions, coma
Sister Lavonne, lkrebs@winonacotter
or visit www.ssndmankato.org .

We are currently hiring photographers. Drop your application and work samples off
today in the Winonan offices in the lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons
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Mississippi river of ink

L21 projected at $2 million

Kate Weber
WINONAN
Stressing the sense of ownership that Minnesota has about the
Mississippi River, a librarian for the Minnesota Historical Society
said that over 5,000 books have been written about the influential,
river Wednesday night at Winona State University.
"For the past 450 years, authors have tried to reduce the Mississippi River into words," said Minnesota Historical Society acquisitions librarian Patrick Coleman. "They have truly spilled this river
of ink."
As a part of Winona State University's series of lectures titled
"Celebration of the Book 2006," Coleman shared his collection of
Mississippi River-inspired novels and poems beginning in 1557
and continuing into the 1900s.
The personal records of Mississippi River travel by explorers
Jacques Marquette and Louis Joliet were first published in 1681 and
included detailed accounts of the surrounding wildlife and vegetation that had never been recorded before.
"The first explorers were surprisingly interested in the natural
river," said Coleman.
This first period of Mississippi River writings was impersonal
and included mostly geographic facts about the surrounding areas.
Although these writings were filled with basic facts and statistics,
the structure for classic Mississippi River writing was created, according to Coleman.
These characteristics include descriptions of pastoral landscapes,
the promise of utopia, poetic alliteration and the observation of the
river from a high vantage point.
The second period of Mississippi River writings began in 1849
with a shift in focus to the people of the valley and the nationalistic
tone of the novels. Herman Melville was a classic writer of the
Mississippi River in the 19th century, according to Coleman.
"Melville gathers all of the stock characters of the Mississippi
River and floats them on a riverboat," said Coleman about Melville's The Confidence Man. "These characters still survive into
the 20th century."
The Mississippi River writers of this era not only focused on the
people of the valley but also the destruction caused by the river.
"Just like Katrina, but 70 years ago, Mississippi River floods
pointed out the disparity between blacks and whites in America,"
said Coleman.
The third and final stage of the Mississippi Riyer writings began
with Mark Twain's classic The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn in
1885. The novel was highly praised by Mississippi River enthusiasts as being a true portrayal of life on the river.'
"Twain knew enough about Mississippi River literature to know
the limitations and to spoof the stock characters," said Coleman.
The Mississippi River has held great importance to all states in
America, but especially to Minnesota, according to Coleman.
"I think there is something particular about Minnesota and how
we take such ownership of the river," said Coleman. "We have the
strongest body of literature right here in this state."
John Campbell, organizer and member of the Celebration of the
Book 2006 committee, stressed the importance of these lectures
and their value to students.
"I think it's basically to inspire students to recognize that books are
far more important than something they have to buy for a course,"
said Campbell. "All the different aspects of a book are important,
and these lectures allow students to gain appreciation for them."
Celebration of the Book 2006 presents John Anfinson of the National Park Service in "A Barge-Load of Books: Writing & the Mississippi," on Wednesday, March 1, at 7 p.m. in the New Science
Building Auditorium, Room 120, at Winona State University.

Casey Rozmarynoski
WINONAN
With the recent approval of a 9 percent
tuition increase by the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Board of Trustees,
Winona State. University is moving forward
with its recently implemented Learning for
the 21st CenturY,,or L21. Winona State President Judith Ramaley
said, L21 is Winona State's effort to "prepare
individuals for life, work and leadership in a
rapidly-changing, competitive and complex,
but interconnected global society."
L21 is currently in year one of its expansion phase, which began at the start of the
2005-2006 academic year. According to the
L21 mid-year update, the expansion phase
focuses on three major areas: core functions,
innovation and infrastructure.
"We are in the first year of L21, and we
will be studying the impact of the package
of projects as they come to completion over
the next few months," according to an e-mail
by Ramaley.
The expansion phase is funded by 2 percent of tuition, reallocation of funds for the
expansion of core university functions and
money from last year that continues to support challenge grant activities implemented
this year.
The largest part of the expansion phase is
the core functions area, which takes up 38

percent of the three-slice allocation pie.
Major factors in this slice include diversity
and multicultural awareness, faculty and
staff development and regional economic
development.
Just short of the core functions allocation, the innovation portion of the pie has
34 percent. Innovation involves the first
year 'experience 'prograrn,1 interdikiplinary
initiatives such as the River Studies course
offered this summer on a leased boat and the
learning environment aspect, which focuses
on community-based learning and campuslevel coordination of tasks.
The smallest part of the expansion phase
is dedicated to infrastructure with 28 percent
allocated. Major parts of the infrastructure
development include career and wellness
development, technology, campus activities
coordination such as performing arts events
and special lectures and university advancement, which involves the expansion of Winona State's capacity to attract donations and
provide alternative funding for future innovation.
The total projected cost of core functions,
innovation and infrastructure proposals and
projects is just under $2 million.
Reach Casey at CDRozmar0182@winona.
edu
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Westboro Church message un-Christian

Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

"God hates fags and God
hates America and God is blowing those soldiers to smithereens by Iraqi IEDs [Improvised Explosive Devices] and
sending them- home in pieces
in body bags!" rants the latest
"Love Crusade" pamphlet from
the Pastor Fred Phelps and the
Westboro Baptist Church of
Topeka, Kansas. Phelps and his
virulently homophobic, antiSemitic church, first known
for their jubilant dancing in
the streets in support of the
Matthew Shepard's murderers,
have once again returned to
their beloved spotlight.
This time, they're calling
down fire and brimstone upon
the United States. The sin? Either supporting homosexuality,
saying nothing about homosexuality or not condemning
homosexuality with sufficient
vigor. By their standards, of
course, that's virtually everyone. The result? Well, their Web
site has a prayer for America
which contains the lines: "We
thank Thee for sending the airplanes which brought down the
towers... We thank Thee that
thou hast caused the blood of
Americans...to be poured out
by the force of the sword and
their wives be bereaved of their
children, and be widows..." I
read that and boy, I don't really

need to say much more, do I?
The prayer is titled "An Appropriate, Timely, Imprecatory
Prayer for America." Imprecatory in a religious setting, as
the Westboro Baptist Church
is so kind to footnote, means
"To invoke evil upon; to curse;
to swear at. Wish harm upon;
put a curse on." I'm no expert
theologian, but I couldn't help
but compare that prayer to
David's words in Psalm 11:5:
"The Lord examines the righteous, but the wicked and those
who love violence [author's
emphasis] His soul hates." It is
God's prerogative, not mine or
Mr. Phelps', to pass judgment
upon men and women, so I will
not judge Mr. Phelps, but I will
suggest that Mr. Phelps and his
church might do well to heed
David's warning.
So why does anyone care? In
today's society, such a hateful,
misguided group is rightly marginalized and widely ignored.
But Pastor Phelps has not been
content to sit in Topeka. Lately,
he and his church have been
running around the country
protesting at funerals. That's
right, funerals. They protest
at military funerals for those
killed in action in Iraq; while,
according to CNN, shouting
obscenities and waving signs
with such loving messages as

"God hates fags," "God
hates America," and "Thank
God for dead soldiers."
Dwayne Hastings of the
Southern Baptist Convention
says that "Fred Phelps presents
a distorted and, in fact, perverted view of God's word in
his message of hate." Having
been shunned by the church he
claims affiliation with, the final nail in Phelps' coffin is the
Apostle Paul's words in Ephesians 4:29: "Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of
your mouth, but only what is
helpful for building others up
according to their needs... do
not grieve the Holy Spirit... get
rid of all bitterness, rage and
anger, brawling and slander,
along with every form of malice. Be kind and compassionate to each other..." Mr. Phelps
and his congregation, by their
own doctrinal statement, exist
to promote hate. They are listed
as a hate group by the Southern
Poverty Law Center and have
been full of bitterness, rage and
anger, brawling and slander,
and every form of malice for
years.
What is to be done? Ask Kurt
Mayer, the national spokesman
for the Patriot Guard Riders,
a five-thousand member organization formed to counter
Phelps' hate. Showing up in
•

leather coats covered in military patches, waving American flags, with the ever-present
rumble of motorcycle engines
in the background, the Patriot
Guar& Riders do' their' best :to
shield the families of fallen
soldiers from the hateful invective of the Westboro Baptist
Church. They only come when
invited, but they are proof to
me that Americans, regardless
of their disagreements, are decent people.
Tomorrow, Thursday, March
2, Phelps and his church intend
on picketing the funeral of Marine Captain Bryan Willard,
killed in a helicopter accident in
Africa. With this in mind, I ask
that all decent people of Winona
State, especially Christians, offer their support, thoughts and
prayers to the family of Captain
Willard and to the families of
those whose loved ones' funerals are assaulted by the Westboro Baptist Church. I ask that
Christians at Winona State join
me and pray for Fred Phelps
and his congregation as well,
that they turn from their hateful ways and know God's love.
And this to all students—never
be afraid to stand against hate.

tion" and you will receive only
one printing option, yet we all
know there is much more than
one printer in the library. Why
must it be so confusing? Don't
even get me started on the impossibilities of adding a printer
to a Mac. Has anyone really
figured those things out?
Printing assignments on
campus does have it's advantages, though. Being able to
print as many sheets as I want
without being charged was
one of those advantages that I
never thought I'd find myself

using—until last semester.
One of my English professors had each student print
out 15 copies of a seven-page
paper; one for each student to
peer-review. Yikes. Needless
to say, we killed many trees
that day, but my wallet was no
thinner because of it.
With the cries of frustration
ringing in my ears, I realize
how lucky we truly are to be
a laptop university; even if
it means searching for a full
hour to find the name of that
second-floor library printer.

Reach
Samuel
at
SKeaneRu4088@winona.edu

rinting a assle and blessing at WSU

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.

Kate Weber
Editor in Chief.

The hum of the printer is a
common sound here at Winona
State, yet printing is a definite
issue on campus.

No longer living on campus
myself, I find that I often add
random printers to my laptop's
hard drive nearly every day to
accomodate my printing needs.
I remember the ease of the
days when every printer was
already listed neatly on my
print preview page. I simply
had to click and print.
Now I must desperately
"search" for the printer I'm
looking for, yet it can never be
found under the most obvious,
common-sense name. Type
the word library into "loca-

Letters to the Editor
Details missed about date
rape/drunk sex presentation
Maria Smegal
Mass Communication
Senior
I would like to address a
few things from Michael Loftus' editorial about the Drunk
Sex/Date Rape presentation.
First of all, did you even go to
the presentation at all? If you
had been there then you would
have known that there were a
few more details behind the
young man in question. Sure
he gave the woman in question
more alcohol and she drank it
willingly and I agree with you
that women need to be smarter
and look out for themselves
while they are out, but this guy
assisted in making the Jell-o
shots that were served to this
woman that consisted of Everclear vodka. Everclear is an
alcohol that is 150 proof, keep
in mind that typical vodka is
only about 80 proof.
Also the young man only
had three beers throughout
the night. Let's say that this is
a six foot, 180 pound male...
how much do you think those

three beers affected him? My
guess is not a lot. So your assumption that they were both
drunk is probably incorrect. I
went to this presentation and
when asked to vote guilty or
not guilty I almost voted in
the young man's favor of not
guilty. The main reason I voted
guilty is because of the fact
that he should have known
how drunk this woman was
even if it seemed like she was
ok...he mixed the drinks for
heaven's sake!
The presentation was supposed to make us look at our
actions and make Winona State
the kind of campus that we
can be proud and where we
try our best to make sure that
these kinds of incidents don't
happen. So instead of making
it a male vs. female bias thing
maybe you can try to be someone who helps prevent this
type of situation from happening, if you aren't already.
Not everyone beautiful inside and out
Daniel Holum
Psychology
Freshman

I find it odd that in an article represents you, then it's time to
think outside the "two party"
last week Laura Greene told
box.
every single person on the
To create real change, think
face of the earth that they are
about getting involved with a
"a beautiful person, inside
political party that has values
and out." She then goes on to
consistent with your own.
claim that "people love you
It's easy to forget that,
no matter what you look like."
This made me laugh because historically, the Democrats
she has presumably never seen and Republicans have only
me, or they vast majority of the recently been the "big shows
entire earth's population, for in town".
Previously, Minnesotans
that matter. I liked it better
were members of parties with
when she was offensive and
names like the: Greenbackcontroversial.
ers; Farmers Alliance; People's
Two parties are not Party; Prohibitionists; Progressives; and the Farmer-Laenough
borites. We have a tradition of
changing political parties with
Pat Ryan
transitions reflecting relevant
121 W. Broadway
events and situations.
454-4651
Minnesota and Winona
Joe Morse
County have been leaders, not
23375 Buffalo Ridge Rd.
just in the possibility, but the
452-8232
reality, of third party winners.
Who can forget when MinKeep Tuesday, March 7 at
nesota politically shook up the
7 PM open on your calendar.
nation, electing independent
It's time to caucus! If you've
never participated in this grass- party candidate Jesse Ventura?
roots political event, it may be
And Winona County can be
time for you to stand up for
proud to have recently elected
your values and make yourtwo Green Party members: Vic
Ormsby is a Soil and Water
self heard! And if you don't
Conservation Supervisor and
believe that either of the two
biggest political parties clearly Dwayne Voegeli is a County

Commissioner.
We have all heard the
grumblings of dissatisfaction
with the status quo. The Green
Party is established on key
values of social justice, sustainability, community based
economics, diversity, ecological wisdom, global responsibility, and grassroots democracy.
How do these fit with you?
Consider the possibility of
a political scene that better
represents your values and the
advancement of a third party.
Consider attending the MN
Green Party Senate District
31 caucus in Winona at the
Madison School Gym, 515
West Wabasha Street on Tuesday, March 7, at 7 PM. You'll
be welcome—no experience
needed. For more information:
452-8232.

Life's little lessons in 12 simple ste

Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist
Here's a 12-step program
to possibly help relieve drama
in your life, become a happier person and to help save
me some clicking in deleting
emails.
1) Live in the real world,
not your mind. Don't let
yourself get too attached to
possibilities. Stay grounded
to what's actually happening.

`.J*4*4`4`.4'.P4.

This goes for everything from
girls/guys to grades.
2) Fear nothing. Take chances. Fail, often. You should be
OK with failure by now. There
are too many things in the
world for you to excel at all of
them. Live and have fun; don't
let fear hold you back.
3) The only judgment that
matters is your own. Your
friends can influence you but
there's only one person you are
with 24/7. Take things in, but
think for yourself—don't be a
sheep.
4) Don't stir the pot. Don't
make other people's problems
your own. If it doesn't directly
affect you; shut up. The less
people bitching the better.
5) Don't have unreasonable
expectations. This sets you

.../'"t*i'4.. 4".4.'el414.71,T4V4V4ve. 44.'4444444444
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up for a biased view. It will
either lift you unreasonably
up, or drop you down.'Things
will not work out how you
want them to. Go buy a lottery
ticket.
6) People change...including
you. No one is the same person
his/her entire life. Accept it.
Puberty once ruled but now
we are more chemically stable,
(most of us), and have control
over our environments. We are
exposed to the happy stoned
hippies and the uptight "weare-all-going-to-hell" types.
Shape your environment, find
what you want. Don't rationalize, realize. Don't make excuses and never lie to yourself.
7) Take control. This is your
life, if your bitching about
something or don't like how

44 „44.
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it's going take control. This
is not a movie; you have the
power to change the scene,
action and even the people.
Don't watch your life go by,
live it.
8) Go with the flow. This
was going to be a 12-step program but the flow stopped at
8. This is completely insignificant. Deal with it.
Life is all about Satisfaction Units. We endure hardship
now because in the future we
hope to receive more SU's
than if we didn't. Life is a
game, so go out and play.
If you are about to email
me, please re-read step #3...
and yes I know my picture
looks like a bitter, convicted
felon.
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Clubs go bowling
to help local kids
Lindsey HoII
WINONAN
Winona State University
students are changing lives and
making the future more hopeful
for many children through Big
Brother Big Sisters activities.
The program is organizing
a bowling challenge, "Bowl for
Kids Sake," April 8 and 9 at
Westgate Bowl.
Anyone can participate,
but each team is asked to raise
$500.
Katie Moses, senior social
work major and intern at Big
Brothers Big Sisters, recommended teams of five people so
that each could raise $100.
Teams will sign up for a

two hour shift and receive two
free games and a T-shirt. If the
team reaches their fundraising
goal, they will also receive free
pizza and pop.
Scores don't matter because it isn't a tournament, said
Jamie Groth, program director
for Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Winona.
The Nursing Club and the
Student Association of Social
Workers have already signed
up, and Moses encourages more
groups to participate.
Faculty and staff are also
welcome.
A traveling trophy will be
awarded to the team that raises the most money, with door
prizes awarded to the top 10.

The prizes are valued at
about $100 each, and include
items like restaurant gift certificates, carwashes for a year,
roller skates and jewelry.
Informational brochures
with pledge forms and team
registration are available at the
Student Union desk.
"Bowl for Kids Sake" is
the largest fundraiser for Big
Brothers Big Sisters in Winona.
Last year 30 percent of the
total operating budget, $41,000,
was raised with this fundraiser,
Groth said.
Groth encourages students
to get involved because "not
everyone has time to be a big

rts S 2atertaillatelit
brother or big sister, but everyone has the time to ask for
pledges."
The money raised with the
fundraiser will go toward professional case management for
the program.
Groth said case management provides necessary encouragement for mentors and
children.
Big Brothers Big Sisters is
a nationwide organization that
pairs children ages 6 to 14 with
an adult volunteer mentor.
The Winona branch of the
organization was started in
1999 and has since grown rapidly.
There are 139 child-mentor
pairs in Winona's program, and
approximately 80 percent of the
volunteer mentors are Winona
State students, said Groth.
Groth said Winona State
is the most important partner
of Big Brothers Big Sisters,
and that the program would be

small without the university.
Moses said 70 percent
of the children involved with
Winona's program come from
single parent families and need
another role model in their life.
Moses added that mentors
are required to spend at least
two hours each week with their
child and can do little things
like run errands, bake or swim.
The Big Brothers Big Sisters program organizes a larger event once per month, like
horseback riding, ice skating or
laser tag.
Groth said 139 pairs spent
about 12,000 hours of one-onone time last year.
Direct questions to Jamie
Groth at 452-2227.
Reach Lindsey Holl at
LAHol17636@winona.edu

Student Senate seeks contestants, helpers for Mr. WSU

Nicole Feest/

Faculty and students gathered in the Maxwell Leadership Center last Thursday for the
American Heart Association's 2006 Heart Walk kickoff. The walk will be on April 29,

10 Arts 6 Entertainment

This March, one "lucky"
man could be crowned Mr.
WSU.
The Student Senate's Mr.
WSU sub-committee is seeking applicants for the annual
Mr. WSU Pageant.
Any clubs interested in
sponsoring a candidate should
complete an application at the
Student Senate office.
Applications are due by
March 6.
The sub-committee is also
seeking choreographers and
MCs for the event.
This year's competition is
"Feelin' Lucky," and it will be
casino-related.
The competition is scheduled for March 30.

Money raised from the
competiton will go toward the
Student Services scholarship,
which is awarded after the
event.
Last year's Mr. WSU Pageant drew ten contestants.
Elementary education student Paul White won the crown,
with John Huggenvik and Joe
Cari also receiving honors.
Nate Johnson, criminal justice student, won the People's
Choice Award.
The event earned $700 for
the Student Services scholarship, said Student Senate President Ryan Flynn.
Students with questions
should contact Jared Stene at
JP Stene6004@winona. edu.

So close:

Studen t snowboarder misses by one in national tryou;:

Heather Stanek
WINONAN

He also puts himself at risk for broken bones,
jammed fingers, bruises or head injuries.
"I'm a. little more old school because I don't
like
to wear a helmet," he said. "There's always the
Imagine standing atop a snowy hill, a board
thought
that I might get hurt."
clenched in your hands, as you brave the chilly
He
said
he had a few concussions, but has "been
wind.
You think of the injuries, the pain and the glory lucky" so far.
Injury may pose threats, but boarding is still
that might await you at the bottom.
worth
the entertainment and exercise, Bennett said.
Brandon Bennett, mass communication student
The
experience doesn't end when the boarders
and president of Winona State University's Snowboarding Club, doesn't need to imagine—he knows. come indoors.
Despite being tired, boarders often chat, watch
Last weekend, Bennett participated in the United
videos
or discuss what professionals do, Bennett
States of America Snowboard Association's nationsaid.
als tryouts in Bloomington, Minn.
They also talk about board quality and upkeep.
He placed fourth and first in two events, but
Bennett said he has two boards, one a lime green
failed to qualify in Saturday's final competition.
Burton
Twin 139 with polka dots.
If he had won, Bennett would have advanced to
His
family, whom Bennett says has inspired him
the 2006 nationals at Tahoe, Calif.
The loss won't kill his love for snowboarding, more than any professional boarder, gave him the
boards.
he said.
This winter may have been warm, but Bennett
"I didn't place, but it was fun and I will continue
said
he and his fellow boarders will keep riding.
to compete in the future and try out again next year,"
He added that light snow makes it harder to do
he said.
difficult
moves.
Besides competitions, Bennett also does extra"When
it's real cold, you fall and it hurts," he
curricular boarding activities.
He is pursuing an endorsement position with said. "But when it's warm it's slushy and it doesn't
Burton Snowboards and Snickers, which requires a hurt so bad, but the jumps aren't as strong."
At Winona State, Bennett helps fellow boarders
1000-word essay and a video.
•q,
interact
through the Snowboarding Club.
If accepted, Bennett will snowboard throughout
With about 70 to 80 active members, the club
the United States.
teaches
students riding techniques, board care and
He also coaches children on how to do freestyle
other
boarding
skills.
and slope-style boarding.
Bennett
said
the club usually meets on WednesBennett said he aspires to become a professional,
days at 8 p.m. in the Student Union, and anyone inbut would love a career in the boarding business.
terested
in boarding is welcome.
He said that he wants to do communication or
Matt Kasper/WINONAN
He
said
he hopes to get more people involved
advertising-related work for the boarding industry,
Musician Gao Hong performed in the Tau Center
because snowboarding can be rewarding exercise.
the X Games, wakeboarding or other events.
Rotunda last Thursday. The concert, "Pipa Music of
"You're out there teaching yourself something,"
China," Was part of the university's International Music
"I have a lot of energy, so that's what makes it
Bennett said. "Your body feels good, even though
Series. Events are held every Thursday night and are
cool for me," he said.
you're
sore
at
the
end
of
the
day.
You
think,
'I'm
gofree
and open to the public.
Bennett first saw snowboarding in third grade.
ing
to
do
it
'till
my
legs
can't
function.'"
As he matured, he grew to enjoy it more than
popular sports like football and basketball, he said.
Reach Heather Stanek
Bennett said he loves snowboarding because it
at HMStanek81.74@winona.edu
improves physical and social health.
619 Huff St. -Winona
"There's nothing you can't talk about when
507-452-1170
- Fax 507-453-7887
you're out on the hill," he said. "It's not like an ofWinona's Favorite Place for
fice. It's cold and you're all bundled up. You've just
Hot & Cold Sandwiches on Freshly Baked Bread
got to get some riding in for the day."
Delicious Soups & Desserts
Bennett said he talks with friends and people on
40'
Buy any sandwich & a bowl 4
the lift up.
I of soup at regular price and j / Any 2 Sandwiches 1:
At the top, he said he puts on some "rockin'
get one sandwich
tunes" with his iPod and visualizes what to do during the ride.
Valid Sunday, Monday I
We need one Features writer and one phoof equal or lesser value
"The snowboarding culture itself is really fun,"
and Tuesday ONLY.
tographer
•
he said. "When you're out on the hill, you're free."
Contact
April
Springer
at
But the sport can be treacherous.
619 Huff Street - Winona
WinonanHR(4)winona.edu
619 Huff Street - Winona
Bennett said several high school friends broke
their arms or endured slipped disks.

The Taste You've Been Craving! .

Build your resume
Meet new people
Earn some money
Join the Winonan

FREE

Not valid with any other offer or with Daily Special.
Expires 3-14-06
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$6.99
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Not valid with any other offer or with Daily Special.
Expires 3-14-06
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iarnie: Stop blaming paranormal
It's your close friend and
love confidant Jamie Blair.
Last week I told you about the
top things to do while watching T.V. with your partner.
We're going to take a break in
this issue and talk letters. Let's
see what's boiling in the kettle,
shall we?
Dear Jamie,
I think my boyfriend is a
vampire. He hates going out in
the daytime, and gripes about
how bright the sun is. He stays
up really late at night too, and
sleeps during the day. Help! I
don't know what to do!
Sincerely,
Fearing Fangs

Dear Fearing Fangs,
You're kidding me, right?
Okay, I'll be nice. First off,
your boyfriend is NOT a vam-

pire (he sounds like a normal don't count. Instead, go to a
college student). You should movie (preferably not a vamstop watching Underworld: pire one), feed the squirrels
Evolution and Bloodrayne at the park or go for a walk
(don't look at me like that. and look at bumper stickers.
Girls like those movies too). Just do whatever makes your
Put away the garlic and cruci- grandfather clock tick.
fixes, because what you need
is quality time. Your boyfriend Dear Jamie,
I collect socks. Am
might drink too much at night.
If that' the cas e, he'll 1706 hun- weird?
Sincerely,
gover during the day. If you
Happy Feet
think he has problems, get
help. It might also be that he's
just depressed. That's right, Dear Happy Feet,
Don't know what this has
ladies, men have feelings too.
They mope, they cry, they eat to do with love, but okay. No,
huge tubs of ice cream (Don't you're not weird. Collecting is
blame 'em. You'd wear hot perfectly normal, and there's
pink leg warmers and honk probably someone out there
like a goose for a free gallon of for you (unless you collect
other particular cothing items.
Moose Tracks too. Admit it!).
Here's what to do: Find Steer clear of those).
at
something that he'll enjoy doE-mail
Jamie
ing during the day. Classes Winonan@winona.edu .

We Are Scientists
succeed with own
distinct sound, funny
personalities

Will Maravelas
WINONAN

1415 Service DR. - WINONA, MN - 452-8202

$1.00 off
domestic or import bottles
Thursday

Pop in a CD by a band like
the Strokes, the Hives or the
Killers.
Now imagine it's good.
We Are Scientists do just
that with their debut record,
"With Love and Squalor."
The Scientists have engineered themselves a sound reminiscent of popular tunes, while
simultaneously separating into a
better niche.
The band members are good
on their instruments.
Sure, they hold cute little
kitties on the cover, but these
guys really rock—in the real
rock sound.
The leadoff single, "Nobody Move, Nobody Get Hurt,"
kicks the listener right in the
face from the get-go, with roaring guitars, big drumming and
enough attitude to match.
"Inaction" and "Cash Cow"

are other examples of what the
Scientists are capable of from
song to song, and the other tunes
shine in their own ways.
It's very cool to see a band
work with familiar sound without compromising their creativity.
We Are Scientists are a
promising new band on the current music scene, and they'll be
bigger if they are accepted by
the masses.
Unlike some major artists,
this band actually deserves the
credit.
Reach Will Maravelas at
WJMarave4836@winona.edu

Album: "With Love and
Squalor"
Rating: B
Album Highlight: "Cash
Cow"
Go see them live: Currently
performing in Europe
Official site: http://www.
wearescientists.com

'Stranger': Save your money, watch the trailer
With that optimistic notion
hanging over my head I decided on something a little lighter
for my movie-going experience
this past weekend.
The jury has come to a
decision on "When a Stranger
, !Calls," and director Simon
West (whose other crappy films
include "Con Air" and "Tomb
Raider") should be suspended
from making movies for at least
five to 10 years.
A remake of the 1979 movie of the same name, "When a
Stranger Calls" is yet another
bad remake right off the Hollywood assembly line of horror
films.
Whether it was the lackluster acting from lead Camilla
Belle or the poorly-executed
technical aspects of the film,
the whole movie is a mess.
"When a Stranger Calls"
Erik McClanahan
looks and sounds like it was
WINONAN
made on a whim, with little
attention devoted to setting
All movies are innocent up genuinely frightening mountil proven crappy.
ments.

Instead we get the usual,
boring horror movie clichés
that aren't scary at all, such
as the classic loud noise that
turns out to be a harmless cat
jumping in frame, and the dark
figures and shadowy hallways
with minimal lighting.
The scariest thing about
this movie is that it shows how
dismal the horror genre has become.
Instead of video game adaptations (I saw two previews
for video game movies before "Stranger") and remakes
of scary movies from the 70s
(also saw a preview for a remake of the "The Omen"), can
we please get something fresh,
original and, dare I say, scary?
Belle plays Jill Johnson,
a babysitter being stalked by
a shadowy man in an isolated
mansion.
The first hour of the movie goes like this: girl answers
phone, she gets spooked by
the caller's remarks, she walks
around the house and nothing

else happens.
My movie-going experiThe most suspenseful part ence this past Sunday wasn't
of the movie was given away without a highlight though.
from the trailer on television.
I absolutely loved the naThat part is of course when Jill chos I ordered from the movie
finds out that the phone calls are theater staff at the Winona 7.
coming from inside the house,
But don't forget people: all
so all the build-up to, the Con- movies are innocent until provfrontation between the heroine en crappy.
and the killer is a big waste of
Reach Erik McClanahan at
time.
EMMcclan 1 84 I @winona. edu
Honestly, this movie could
have been twenty minutes long
and had the same effect.
Until a smart filmmaker is
willing to step outside the genre
clichés and deliver a truly scary
movie that defies audience expectations, movie-goers will
have to continue sitting through
one bad horror movie after another.
Bad horror movies seem to
Read the Winonan
anger me more than any other
online at winona.
kind of genre because when
they're bad, they're really bad.
edu/winonan
"Stranger" is no different; it
is a cliché-ridden, poorly-acted,
poorly-written, boring waste of
a movie.

Get the news
on your laptop

See the reviewed movies Girls & Sports
cr TV. FIWILLY IN

Are you wondering where to see the films that
Erik has reviewed? Here is a listing of where they
are playing.
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"When a Stranger Calls": Winona 7 at 4:30
p.m., 7:10 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Carmike Valley Square 6 (La Crosse): 1 p.m., 3
p.m., 5:10 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
CineMagic Hollywood Luxury Stadium 12
(Rochester): 9:05 p.m.
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"Underworld: Evolution": Carmike Valley
Square 6 at 9:15 p.m.
"Brokeback Mountain": Marcus La Crosse
Cinemas at 6:45 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Chateau Theaters (Rochester) at 7 p.m. and
10:15 p.m.
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"Capote": Marcus La Crosse Cinemas at 9:35
p.m.
CineMagic Hollywood Luxury Stadium 12 at
1:05 p.m., 3:05 p.m., 5:05 p.m. and 7:05 p.m.
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BUSINESS REVIEW

Prepared By County News, Inc. ©2005 All Rights Reserved
(800) 580-0485 www.countynewsinc.com

Duane's Auto Center

Duane Koehler, Owner • Over 40 Years Experience
Is your car in need of repair or scheduled maintenance? If so, Duane's Auto Center is the area's #1 auto repair shop, located at 4245 Wesi
4th Street in Goodview. They believe in keeping your service and repair costs down while offering the best service in the industry.
When repairs are necessary, you can rest assured knowing that they use the best parts to insure long life. They understand the importanc(
of a quick turn-around, and pay special attention to minimize your down time.
Specializing in all aspects of automotive repair, they offeranUffiber of repair service
Oft classes of vehicles, foreign and domestic. Theil
technibians are some of the most`experienced in the area and.understand how to m otize mileage without Sacrificing handling or safety
Don't tot car troubles keep you from your daily routine.
The authors of this 2006 Business Review and Reference Guide urge all of our ieaders to call Duane's Auto Center today at (507
452-4641 and let them get you back on the road again, safely.

Arts i Entortainment

Blaha to •erform March 7 in PAC

oto rom www.musica.cz a a
Classical guitarist Vladislav Blaha will be playing at the
Performing Arts Center to raise money for the children's
center.

d

Winona State University,
in partnership with Minnesota
Public Radio and Wells Fargo
Bank, will bring internationally acclaimed classical guitarist
Vladislav Blaha to the Performing Arts Center Tuesday;
March 7 at 7:30 p.m.
The proceeds from this
event will be donated to the
Winona State Maxwell Children's Center program, which
will provide childcare during
the concert.
A second benefit concert
will be held at the Hill Theater
on the Winona State Rochester
Campus on Thursday, March 9
at 7:30 p.m. Rochester Community and Technical College
is an additional sponsor for the
performance.
The proceeds for the event
will be donated to a scholarship fund to help off-set the
cost of higher education for
incoming Winona State University students.
Blaha achieved international
recognition as the result of
winning four guitar competi-

tions in Greece, Hungary, Germany and the Czech Republic.
He is a professor of guitar at
the Conservatory in Burno,
Czech Republic.
Blaha has performed in
many European countries
as well as the United States,
Asia,'Japan, Latin America
and Mexico. His repertoire is
broad, ranging from Renaissance to avant-garde.
Those interested in more
information on Blaha and his
music can visit the web site at
wwvv.musica.cz/blaha.
Tickets for both concerts
cost $10 for non-students and
$5 for students and children.
Tickets for the WSU show are
available from Maxwell or by
calling 507-457-2304.
Tickets for the Rochester
performance may be reserved
by calling Jeff Meyer in the
WSU Office of Outreach
and Continuing Education
at 507-280-5046 or emailing
jmeyer@winona.edu.

• Now open at 8am!
• Come in for the "early bird" special and get
a FREE 1oz tub of tanning accelerator
,with each tan from 8 1 1 am.
First 50 people to come in
• Now has 16 tanning units!
between 8am & 11am
• Don't forget hairstyling.
get a FREE calendar!! * A value of $12.00
-

ME ME =I
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• If you haven't already recieved your free
then use THIS coupon for your first
Cum [3gAvig
"FREE TAN" at the
1/2006

Electric Beach

523 Huff Street Winona, MN
(Across from Sheehan Hall)
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CaMPUS

activities?

Become a features
writer for the Winonan and do just that!
Contact April
Springer at
WinonanHR@winona
edu for more
information

Junior Salon
opens at WSU

going on late!

• Let us know if you want a Nail Tech

Want to
make
money by
eoine to
concerts
and

(507) 454-4855

The Art Department is pleased to present the
Spring 2006 Junior Salon from Feb. 20-March
2, 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Held in the Weber Gallery upstairs in the Watkins building, the Junior
Salon is designed to exhibit works of students
planning to graduate Spring 2007 in the fields of
Studio Art, Art Education and Graphic Design.
Included in this semester's show is artwork
from Christy Poleschuk, Robert Gaul, Mikaela
Fleischhacker, Katie Moranchek, Jake Greseth,
Alanna Anderson, Jen Moran, Kari Stensgard,
Kelsey Sonsalla, Sara Mullen, Jennifer Detert
and Tom Hawkinson.
Artwork includes paintings, drawings, cornputer graphics, sculpture and ceramics in a variety of dimensions. The senior seminar students
installed the exhibit during a class period, as
their first experience in hanging a show.
For more information please contact gallery
director Anne Plummer at aplummer@winona.
edu or call 457-5393.

Final Guthrie theatre trip
planned for April 22
On Saturday, April 22, the Theatre
and Dance Department is sponsoring
the final trip of the year for Winona
State faculty, staff, students, alumni
and their family members. The group
will attend a matinee performance of
Shakespeare's "Hamlet" at the Guthrie
Theatre in Minneapolis, followed by a
few hours of leisure time at the Mall of
America.
Following the last performance of
"Hamlet," the Guthrie will close the
doors on its 43-year-old Vineland Place
theatre building and move into a new
facility on the Minneapolis riverfront.
The bus will leave from the rear of
the Performing Arts Center at 10 a.m.,
April 22, arriving in time for the 1:00
p.m. performance at the theatre. Following the play, the group will head to
the Mall of America. The group will
leave the mall at 7 p.m., scheduled to
arrive back in Winona around 9:30 p.m.
The cost of the trip is $20 or $25 for
Winona State students and $25 or $30
for all others. The price includes the

play ticket and roundtrip transportation
on the coach, and the higher price in
each category buys a slightly better seat
to the play performance. There will be
no discount for people wishing to buy
only a ticket to the play without paying
for a seat on the bus.
Deadline for payment is Thursday,.
March 23. Cash payment is accepted;
or make your check out to David Bratt,
THAD Dept, PAC 215. Please include
your name and home phone number
and the student/non-student status of
everyone you are paying for.
"Hamlet" marks the completion of a
circle: Joe Dowling's production of the
"greatest of all Shakespearean plays"
will close on May 7, 2006, exactly
forty-three years to the day of the Theater's opening of "Hamlet," directed in
1963 by Sir Tyrone Guthrie.
Contact David Bratt for more information at dbratt@winona.edu.

Two 'Celebration of the Book'
events scheduled for this week
Winona State University's lecture
series, "Celebration of the Book 2006,"
features historian John 0. Anfinson
in "A Barge-Load aBoolcs: Writing
and the Mississippi River," at 7 p.m.,
on Wednesday, March 1, in the Science Laboratory Building Auditorium
(Room 120).
Anfinson is the historian and cultural
resources specialist for the Mississippi
National River and Recreation Area, a
unit of the National Park Service. He
worked as a cultural resources specialist and district historian for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul
District, from 1980 to 2000.
Anfinson has been researching, writing and speaking about the upper Mississippi River for more than 20 years.
He is the author of The River We Have
Wrought: A History of the Upper Mississippi and River of History: A Historic Resources Study of the Mississippi
National River and Recreation Area.

In addition, Winona State University in partnership with the Winona
County Historical Society will host a
panel discussion entitled "Writing the
River: An Evening Discussion" at 7
p.m., Thursday, March 2, at 'the Historical Society's museum on 160 Johnson
St. in downtown Winona.
The panel includes historian John
Anfinson, whose recent book, The
River We Have Wrought, documents
the history of the upper Mississippi;
Cal Fremling, Winona State professor
emeritus and author of Immortal River,
which looks at the ecological, geological and social history of the upper
Mississippi; Reggie McLeod, founding publisher and editor of Big River
magazine; and environmental activist
Richie Swanson.
The panelists will share their unique
experiences with writing about the Mississippi River and will answer questions from the audience.
The events are free and open to the
public. A reception will follow each

A Cappella group Tonic Sol-fa to stop at WSU
Winona State University
will host a concert by nationally-known a cappella group ,
Tonic Sol-fa, Saturday, March
4, at 7:30 p.m. at Somsen
Auditorium.
The four-man group formed
a decade ago while Mark
McGowan, Greg Bannwarth,
Jared Dove and Shaun Johnson
were studying at St. John's
University in Collegeville,
Minn. Since then, Tonic Sol-fa
has toured the nation, including performances on NBC's
Today Show and Garrison
Keillor's A Prairie Home
Companion on National Public
Radio.
The group, nominated as
one of the top five "must-see"
groups in America by Campus
Activities Today magazine,
breaks the traditional "barbershop" mold, putting on a lively

show that includes a variety of
country, pop, and original
songs.
The Winona State Student
Chapter of American Choral
Directors Association (ACDA)
is sponsoring the concert,
which will run for 75 minutes,
with a short intermission.
Tickets are $15 for adults,
$10 for non-Winona State
students, and $5 for Winona
State students. Tickets can be
purchased at the door or in the
Performing Arts Center Music
Office.
For more information, or lo
purchase tickets by phone, 111
507-457-2907.

Photo courtesy of www.tonicsolfa.com
A cappella group Tonic Sol-fa will perform at Somsen Auditorium on March 4 at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $15 for adults, $10 for non-WSU students, and $5 for WSU students.
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Track wins second straight conference title
Warriors total seven first place
finishes in the NSIC meet
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
With the help of seven firstplace finishes, the Winona State
University track team took first
place in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference Indoor
Championship for the second
consecutive year.
After the first day of cornpetition, Winona State sat in
fourth place with 20 points, just
24 points behind the leader,
Wayne State.
The Warriors came back on
the second day with a good outing, scoring 112 points to win
the conference title with 132
total points.
Wayne State finished second
with 122 points and Minnesota
State Moorhead came in third
with 118 points.

Winona State senior Deidra
Faber had a dominating allaround performance, winning
three events.
Faber won the 400-meter
dash with a time of 58.24 seconds, the 800-meter run with a
time of 2:27.86 and the Pentathlon with
3,272
points.
She
has now
won
backto-back
conference
titles in
Faber
the 400meter
dash and 800-meter run.
Winona State sophomore
Jessica Devine gave the War-

riors another win in a
highly contested 55meter hurdles. Devine's
time of 8.39 seconds
placed first by less than
one-hundredth of a second.
The time was also
good enough to tie Bemidji's all-time record
in the event.
Devine also finished
second in the 55-meter
dash and third in the
200-meter dash.
Winona State junior
Gretchen Harty scored
another win for the
Warriors in the triple
jump with an 11.47-meter leap.
Junior Emily King
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
won the weight throw A member of the Winona State track team makes a leap. The Warfor the Warriors with an riors have now won back-to-back NSIC championships.
18.69-meter toss.
Winona State won the 400- State by less than a second.
the NCAA qualifier.
meter relay with a time of
The Warriors will head to
Reach
Adam
at
4:05.30, edging out Bemidji Ames, Iowa this weekend for AJStanek7497@winona.edu

Men's tenn is win two, Gymnastics ends season on high note
Scott Swanson
women one in Dulut WINONAN

DULUTH, Minn.—The
Winona State University men
and women's tennis teams traveled to Duluth last weekend and
each played a pair of matches.
The men had no trouble, as
they won both matches by a
combined score of 17-1.
The women ran into a little
trouble and dropped their first
match of the year.
The men's squad extended
their win streak to seven by
beating Michigan Tech 8-1 Saturday and St. Scholastica 9-0
Sunday.
Senior No. 4 singles player
Jon Gould improved his perfect overall record this season
to 14-0 after coming up with a
pair of wins in both singles and
doubles.
No. 1 singles player Gage
Davidson won both of his singles matches and improved his
singles record to 5-1.
The Warriors improved their
record to 7-1, their lone loss
coming at the hands of highly-
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rated St. Cloud State.
The women's tennis team
had a tougher pair of matches.
They defeated UW-Eau
Claire 5-4 Saturday before falling to St. Scholastica 5-3 later
in the day.
Before the loss, the Warriors
won their first five matches of
the season.
Standouts for Winona State
included Michelle Bailey.
The No. 1 singles player won
both of her singles matches on
the weekend, improving her record to 6-0 at the position.
The junior has yet to drop a
set this season.
Freshman Ilona Bess also
went unbeaten.
The No. 2 singles player is
5-0 in singles play this season.
- Bailey and Bess have also
combined to go 5-1 in doubles
play this year.
Both teams will travel to Topeka, Kan. this weekend to play
four matches.

The Winona State University
gymnastics team wore its heart
on its sleeve in the final dual
meet of the season — literally.
After being encouraged by
coach Beckie Rolbiecki to wear
their hearts on their sleeves
against Hamline, the Warriors
took matters into their own
hands.
The squad showed up to the
meet with hearts taped on their
sleeves
to show
their
coach
how
serious
they
were.
The
Warriors
Nugent
went
on to
defeat Hamline by the narrow
margin of 175.900-174.875.
"We were really happy with

our performance," said Rolbiecki, pointing to the fact that
Hamline had beat the Warriors
in the Best of Minnesota meet
just one week earlier.
"We had talked all week
about putting our hearts on our
sleeves," Rolbiecki said. "It was
a great performance and helps
build the girls confidence."
The Warriors swept first
place finishes in all five events.
Leading the way for Winona
State was Alexandra Nugent.
The freshman took first in the
floor exercise, the vault and the
all-around.
Other first place finishes for
the Warriors came from Melissa
Vodvarka on the uneven parallel bars and Allyson Thelen on
the balance beam.
Freshman Eileen Strube
also had a great all-around
performance for the Warriors.
Her second place finish in allaround parallel bars, third place
finish in the balance beam and
fourth place finish in the floor
exercise gave her an all-around
score of 35.675. The mark was

good for second place in the
event behind Nugent.
"It was a very fun way to
end the dual season," Rolbiecki
said. "Now we know we have
some
depth."
The
Warriors
will
head
to Oshkosh,
Wis.
this
Thelen
weekend for
the Wisconsin Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference meet.
The WIAC meet gives
Winona State one final chance
to show off their skills as they
compete against eight other
teams from the conference.It
also gives individuals the opportunity to qualify for the National Collegiate Gymnastics
Association meet that will be
held in Brockport, N.Y. March
24-25.

No. 7 Warriors win NSIC for second straight ear
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
The Winona State University men's basketball team took a
day off from practice on Monday.
After clinching the regular
season conference title outright
and ascending to No. 7 in the
national poll, the Warriors deserved a day of rest.
In beating Bemidji State 8567 on Feb. 25, and University
of Minnesota-Crookston 68-50
the next night—both games on
the road—the Warriors finished
the regular season on a 13-game
win streak and will host the upcoming Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference tournament
as the No. 1 seed for the second
consecutive year.
The No. 7 Warriors (23-4,
13-1) open tournament play
on Mar. 1, at home against
Crookston (4-23, 1-13). Winona
State will then host the semifinals and finals of the 8-team
tournament, Mar. 4 and 5.
The opening round match-up
with Crookston will mark the
second game in four days and
third game this season, between
the conference opponents. The
Warriors defeated the Golden
Eagles 90-54 at home Jan. 6,

and most recently 68-50 on the
road Feb. 26.
The Warriors relied on their
stingy defense in both contests,
and will continue to do so the
rest of the way. On the season,
Winona State leads the conference in scoring margin (+16.1/
game), field goal percentage defense (40 percent) and blocked
shots (6.48/game).
"Our defense was the key
to beating Crookston this past
weekend, and (has been the key
to) our success this season,"
freshman guard Travis Whipple
said.
In defeating Crookston
twice during the regular season, Winona State forced 40
turnovers, and won by a combined 54 points.
The dominant victories illuminate the Warriors success
during the regular season. The
conference title and top ten national ranking also reflect this.
Nevertheless, the postseason
is a new season. It's an abbreviated season, and each game
could be the last. Winona State
will face the most intense pressure of any team in conference
tournament because the Warriors are the top-seed.
As the favorites, the Warriors will have a target on their

back.
Head Coach Mike Leaf
has prepared his team for the
heightened pressure.
"Something that coach Leaf
has preached the second half of
the conference season is playing each game as though it's a
tournament and we have to win
to continue to play," Whipple
said.
In addition to preparing the
team for the added mental pressure of postseason play, Whipple said Leaf used the second
half of the regular season to
prepare the team for the playoffs.
"Our reserves played a lot
of minutes this weekend,"
Whipple said. "Playing possibly three games in five days,
the starters are going to need
to come out and get a breather.
If our reserves are playing at a
high level (and keep the starters
fresh), that's just going to make
us that much stronger."
The Warriors' reserves might
not make the headlines, but
make no mistake about it, with
little rest between games, bench
play will be critical to postseason success or failure. The
Warriors top reserves: Whipple,
sophomore guard Curt Robinson and sophomore forward

Ryan Gargaro, will
undoubtedly see their
minutes
and roles
increase the
rest of the
way.
Leaf
can coach
physical
and mental
preparation,
but team
chemistry
and cohesion are
less controllable, and
equally important for
postseason
success.
"The
team is really coming
together,"
said Whipple.
"All
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
year
we
Winona
State
center
John
Smith attempts a
have been
shot
during
a
game
in
McCown
Gymnasium.
a very tight
group and we have continually conference is great," Whipple
grown as the season has pro- said, "but we have higher goals
that we would like to obtain."
gressed."
- "We feel like winning the

Warriors finish regular season, set for NSIC tourney
John Huggenvik
WINONAN

is stacked against us," Winona
State coach Scott Ballard said.
"But, you have to be good
The Winona State University enough this time of the year
women's basketball team to beat anybody you play in a
finished the regular season with conference tournament. If we
a split on the road over last get [Northern State] out of the
way it gets brighter for us, not
weekend.
The Warriors (10-17, 3-11) darker, and if we hope to do
opened with a 74-72 loss at anything in the second half, our
the hands of Bemidji State on schedule gets easier."
Northern State was the only
Saturday. On Sunday, Winona
State rebounded and got a 74- team the Warriors didn't make a
59 win over the University of significant improvement against
in the scoring department
Minnesota-Crookston.
The Warriors head to the second time through the
Northern State Wednedsday conference schedule.
The Warriors lost their first
for a first round game against
the Wolves in the Northern eight NSIC games before
Sun Intercollegiate Conference winning three of their last six.
"We realize that they are the
Tournament.
"The way we look at it we most difficult opponent for us
have a long trip and everything because of their size and their

style of play," Ballard said.
"They play a sagging man
and they really hold you down
inside. If yowwant to beat them
you need to shoot the ball well
from the perimeter, otherwise
they won't ever come out of that
defense
and you
won't
be able
to get
you post
people
involved.
"We
felt good
about the
Buttke
way we
defended
them both times we played
them. Their big inside player,
Noelle Hall, hasn't had double

figures against us once, but they
hurt us on the offensive boards
and we didn't get after them
from outside. We had some
good looks but we couldn't
knock them down," Ballard
said.
Most recently the Warriors
managedto shutdown Crookston
thanks to 47.5 percent shooting
from the field
Liz Buttke, a freshman, led
the Warriors with 21 points,
followed by 18 a piece from
Amanda Reimer and Shelby
Krueger.
Winona State has shot better
than 40 percent from the field
in every game since their
first conference win against
Minnesota State-Moorhead.
Buttke led the Warriors
against the Beavers as well,

posting 17 points. Leslie Ross
had 13 and Krueger and Jamie
Majerowicz each added 11.
"We knew Liz was a good
athlete and a talented player,
but she had a lot of work to
do, and when she started to do
some of those things she started
to blossom," Ballard said. "All
around it has been a team effort
throughout the season. We had
a lot of young players that had
to lean to trust the system and
to trust each other.
"Once we learned to be more
patient offensively and trust the
offense as well as each other,
we started to put more points
on the board, which takes some
pressure off our defense."
at
Reach
John
JAHuggen4 1 08@winona. edu
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Softball wins three of four in opening weekend
off to a good start, taking the
Huskie Invitational (St. Cloud,
Minn.) with a 3-1 record.
"We didn't know where we
Greg Jones, the Winona State
University softball coach, said were going in and obviously
the truest testament to a team is there is more softball in front
its preseason ranking the next of us than behind us, but it was
a nice way to see what we had
season.
Getting a No. 18 rank in the coming in," Jones said. "It is a
National Fastpitch Coaches' good way for us to gauge where
Association preseason poll says we are. This was our first opa lot about where the Warriors portunity to play against someone that wasn't us in the gym."
finished the season last year.
The Warriors entered the
"It is a big honor for us to get
that spot, but to be honest, we tournament with more upperaren't talking about it at all," classmen than past seasons,
Jones said. "We just want to and Jones and the rest of the
focus on surviving every game Warriors hope that will help as
out and work on getting better the season unfolds.
"Our program has always
fundamentally."
This year, the Warriors are been one where being a senior

John Huggenvik
WINONAN

Center fielder Jamie Kettwig
is special, we put in a lot on our
seniors and expect a lot out of is back for her fourth year in a
them," Jones said. "They have starting role. Other returning
gotten to a point where some of seniors include Kristen Noble,
the other players aren't at, and Katie Wegner, Elissa Wisthat's the realization that this is niewski, Jenny Dobbertin and
their last chance to put on the Abby Kacena.
Winona State had some new
Warriors uniform and play colfound power on opening weeklege softball.
"We have been saying for end, hitting six home runs.
"I don't want to get married
four years now how young we
are, and now we aren't. We are to the home run," Jones said.
a veteran team and that changes "We still need to be creating offense in every single at bat, but
our goals a little bit."
The Warriors will be led by when we can generate instant
a few returning seniors, one be- offense in places in the batting
order that we weren't expecting catcher Sarah Carlson.
Carlson hit her 43rd Winona ing, it is a great bonus."
State home run in the 6-5 loss
to MSU-Moorhead, the only
loss at the St. Cloud Invite.

The Warriors have a bit of a
lay off now, playing their next
game March 12 in Florida.
"Right now it is almost
like midseason," Jones said.
"We've played in all these onerun games with good teams and
gotten all jacked up and now
we have atwo-week lay off, we
are going to idle down the engines a bit and work on some
things before Florida."
Winona State has eight games
in five days over spring break
and then comes back north for
six games in the Quincy (Ill.)
Spring Invitational before three
road doubleheaders.

The Week in Warrior Athletics
A glance back at the week that was, and a peek at
the week ahead

MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL INDOOR TRACK

(23-4, 13-1; 1st in NSIC)
Sat., Feb. 25: Win, 85-67
at Bemidji State
Sun., Feb. 26: Win 68-50
at UM-Crookston
UPCOMING GAMES:
Wed., March 1 vs. UMCrookston
This weekend: NSIC Tournament at McCown Gym.

(10-17, 3-11; Tied-7th in NSIC)
Sat., Feb. 25: Loss, 74-72 at
Bemidji State
Sun., Feb. 26: Win, 74-59 at
UM-Crookston
UPCOMING GAMES:
Wed., March 1 at Northern
State
This weekend: NSIC Tournament (Location TBD)

MEN'S TENNIS (7 1)

WOMEN'S TENNIS (5 1)

-

-

Sat., Feb. 25: Win, 8-1 vs.
Sat., Feb. 25: Loss, 3-5 vs.
Michigan Tech
St. Scholastica
Sun., Feb. 26: Win, 9-0 vs.
Sat., Feb. 25: Win, 5-4 vs.
St. Scholastica
UW-Eau Claire
UPCOMING MATCHES:
UPCOMING MATCHES:
Fri., March 3 vs. Washburn;
Fri., March 3 vs. Washburn;
vs. Northwest Missouri State
vs. Northwest Missouri State
Sat., March 4 vs. Emporia
Sat., March 4 vs. Emporia
State; vs. Truman State
State; vs. Truman State

Fri./Sat., Feb 24-25: 1st
place at NSIC Championships
NEXT MEET: Sat. March
4, NCAA Qualifier at Ames,
Iowa

GYMNASTICS
Wed., Feb. 22: Win,
175.900-174.875 vs. Hamline
NEXT MEET: Fri., March
3, WIAC Championships/
NCGA Regionals at Oshkosh,
Wis.

SOFTBALL (3 1)
-

Sat., Feb. 25: Win, 12-0 vs.
UW-Superior; Win, 4-2 vs. St.
Cloud State
Sun., Feb. 26: Win, 5-3 vs.
MSU-Mankato; Loss, 7-6 vs.
MSU-Moorhead
UPCOMING GAMES:
Sun., March 12 vs. Bentley,
Mass.; vs. Teikyo-Post, Conn.

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
A Winona State softball player makes a throw. The Warriors
won three of their first four games last weekend.
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"AS LONG AS WE HAVE A DESIGNATED SMOKING LOUNGE, FT SHOULDN'T BE A PROBLEM,'"
— Paul von Hindenburg

"SURE, HE'S
A 4' IT

TEMPERAMENTAL
BUT I'LL BE

QUEEN!"

—

KATH RINE HO ARP, Fifth Wife of as

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT

MOST STUDENTS WHO

[—'1 r, L, QUIT SMOKING WHEN I GRADUATE."
— Lifelong Snooker

100.4.4.4t,..1,Ane*

SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING
AFTER COLLEGE CAN't
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